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+2nd FREE BONUS BOOK INCLUDED! (NO e-MAIL OR PERSONAL DATA

REQUIRED!)Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦ Read for FREE on Kindle Unlimited!

Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦How many times have you told yourself and others: "THIS IS THE LAST

TIME"...? Are you feeling restless? Are you anxious? Are you making all kinds of plans, where to

borrow more money from? Are you unable to focus on a normal conversation with friends and your

loved ones?Maybe you're burning with impatience to get there sooner... there... to the CASINO! I

understand you perfectly, because I was just like that... like a drug addict, and my drug was the

CASINO!If you've experienced the above... and many more... this book is for you 100%!!!Take time

out to go through this book. It's handy and it's got a great positive feedback from readers already.

It's now or never! It is a well known fact that habits die hard, but let this book take you on a journey

of self-realization and help you identify the problem areas that compel you to seek refuge in the vice

of gambling. This book has proved to be an effective means to get rid of your gambling addiction.If

you are still struggling with gambling addiction, this could transform your life. It's time to start taking

action and living your life how you want to!...also, don't forget to check your awesome FREE bonus

book, "GET RID OF GAMBLING: Overcome One of the Most Difficult Addictions Today", at the end

of this book!Get this book today! You'll be so glad you did!Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone,

tablet or Kindle device.Tag: gambling addiction cure ,gambling addiction, problem gambling,

addictions, addiction recovery, gambling recovery, gambling problem, Sports Betting, Poker, Black

Jack, Craps, Slots, Roulette , gambling addiction recovery, gambling fiction, gambling stories,

gambling addiction, gambling addiction treatment, gambling addiction book, compulsive gambling,

gambling online, gambling problem, Compulsive Gambling, Gamblers, Casino Games, win
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When I got this book I was looking for a way out! A way to part company with the dreaded monster

that engulfed my life after my husband passed away... Some people numb their pain with alcohol,

drugs my choice was gambling. Any kind...anytime! I can't begin to describe the dark road I was on

where nothing made sense except those trips to the casino. I felt alive for a short while and then,

with my heavy eyes and empty pockets absolutely horrible!My family didn't understand me , my

friends tried to help but nothing worked. You just could not reason with me and it wasn't until I hit

rock bottom being in debt to some really shade people that I decided NO MORE! I had the will but I

needed a game plan, cause willpower alone was not going to get me there, experience told me.This

book was that gameplan for me. I managed to conquer the demon and so far it has not reared it's

ugly head again. I'm back to living my life with my family, taking care of my daughter and slowly

healing past wounds. I'm going out with friends and I've even started dating again. Gambling is NOT

the solution to anything and this book will give you all the tools you need to realize that for yourself

and dig yourself out of the hole, for good!

I've always been curious about gambling, but I didn't take to it. I've never been a gambling person

but I have a couple of close friends who have dabbled. I join them on some occasions and the more

time as go the more I could slowly see the lure/pull it has on a person. So out of curiosity, I went

ahead and researched a bit about gambling and gambling addictions. I was surprised at the

statistics. I came across this book during my research and I can say that this is one of the good

resources I've found. This book provides an overview of Gambling and a step by step guide to

quitting gambling and the addiction that comes with it. I like that the book breaks down each step by

topic, that makes it easier. A good read.



Personally, i have never had a gambling addiction or any kind of other addictions. However, i have

had several members in my family that have had a gambling "problem" and no one ever knew how

to help them out. Giving that is an addiction, like any other addiction, it's a very tricky thing to deal

with, but i'm very happy i stumbled upon this book.

A lot of good info and the price was good also. The author seems to relate to power of addiction.

Too simple. It doesn't go deep into the problem.
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